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Project description: Temporary storage of hydrogen or permanent storage of carbon dioxide in the 
subsurface requires a profound understanding of associated risks for leakage, bearing 
environmental, political, and economic risks that are still to be quantified. Risks are highest for 
leakage along wells or faults. The latter (Fig. 1) might already be hydro-dynamically conductive, or 
conductivity might be triggered by an increase in fluid pressures due to CO2 or H2 injection. Fluid 
pressure increase, and thus effective stress decrease, depends on the vicinity of the faults to the 
injection well. Drilling an injection well near a known fault is rather discouraged, while it remains 
unknown if faults can act as leakage pathways over engineered time scales on the order of < 105 
years. 

Figure 1: Illustration of subsurface fluid storage and potential risk of fluid escape along a conductive fault with dissipation 
and dissolution into shallow higher permeability layers 

This study will build on data (laboratory, field) and upscaled modelling concepts available in our two 
groups to simulate a wide range of combinations for fault fracture networks and laboratory derived 
fracture permeability data. This will be done under realistic storage conditions with fluid pressure 
changes characteristic for a near wellbore and a far field example. Outputs of modelling scenarios 
will then be evaluated statistically to determine the risk of fault leakage within engineering time 
scales and considering saline aquifers with corresponding caprock thicknesses, stresses, pressures 
and temperatures that are realistic for potential storage scenarios in the North Sea. 
The candidate will learn how to: 

• Obtain high-resolution digital outcrop data using drone, LiDAR or scan lines and outcrop
maps

• Perform laboratory experiments on fractured samples to obtain permeability information
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• Evaluate the laboratory data, perform analytical modelling and put results into context of

data previously obtained on other low permeability formations

• Convert outcrop information into digitised representations for statistical analysis of the data

• Bring together lab and field information to feed into hydromechanical modelling of flow
along single fractures and fracture networks representative of fault zones

• Present and publish novel and exciting data resulting from this PhD project and how to
communicate the wider implications of the work to non-experts

The study will build on existing but will also produce new laboratory data to obtain mudrock fracture 
permeability. The successful candidate will also do field work to map fault zones and use outcrop 
data to produce digital fracture networks for statistical analysis. Outcrop case studies currently 
under consideration are at the Bristol Channel (e.g. St. Audrie’s Bay), the former opencast mine 
Spireslack in Scotland, Carboniferous outcrops at Piesberg, near Osnabrück, Germany, Little Grand 
Wash Fault near Green River, Utah or fault zones in Swalbard, Norway. Finally, modelling will be 
based on MRST and will use but further expand on existing codes and workflows to come up with a 
statistically meaningful number of realisations to be used for statistical interpretation. 

Link to CDT theme: Safe Subsurface Storage for energy and carbon; use of geoscience to accelerate 
decarbonisation 

Any Additional Research Costs: Lab and computing facilities are fully equipped for the task 
envisioned. The £5k/year of funding allocated to research and teaching will be sufficient to cover 
some reasonable travel costs for field work as well as IT/laboratory expenses (e.g. consumables) 

Has access to data been secured? As PIs of DETECT and SECURe we have access to a set of geological 
models, cores and datasets and will produce new laboratory and field data as part of this study.  

Career routes: Specialists working at the interface between geoscience and reservoir engineering 
in consultancies, councils, SMEs, or international companies including large O&G. 


